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ABSTRACT  With the continuous increase in data volumes obtained with leading radio telescope 
facilities, the performance of data reduction software is an important aspect in efficiently 
calibrating and imaging astronomical data. In this memo, we test the real-time clock-speed 
performance of the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) software on NRAO’s 
Lustre file-system. Our goals are to compare the processing speed of CASA to that of the 
Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS), and to quantify the increase in CASA performance 
when using multiple cores in parallel mode. We find that most of the reduction-steps in the 
processing of data from the Very Large Array (VLA) show a substantial different in run-time 
between CASA and AIPS, with AIPS being faster in overall calibration, and CASA dominating the 
performance for imaging, in particular for spectral cubes. When using CASA in experimental 
High-Performance Computing (HPC) parallel mode, the run-time of the overall calibration and 
imaging can be reduced by at least a factor of a few, depending on the specifics of the data set. 
We show that in particular the imaging of large spectral-cubes from the Atacama Large Millimeter 
Array (ALMA) gain the most from parallel processing. The Lustre file-system at NRAO is well 
suited and stable for the parallel processing of large data sets in CASA. 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION. 
The Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) package (McMullin et al 2007, ASPC, 
376, 127) is the primary data reduction and imaging software for the Atacama Large 
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) and the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), and is 
also widely used for processing data obtained with other radio observatories. The CASA package 
is being developed by an international consortium of scientists based at the National Radio 
Astronomical Observatory (NRAO), the European Southern Observatory (ESO), the National 
Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ), the Academia Sinica Institute of Astronomy and 
Astrophysics (ASIAA), the CSIRO division for Astronomy and Space Science (CASS), and the 
Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy (ASTRON) under the guidance of NRAO.  



 In this memo, we will test the real-time performance of CASA compared to its successful 
predecessor AIPS. We will also test the increase in performance when running CASA in an 
experimental HPC multi-core parallel processing mode. The tests described in this document were 
performed using the NRAO Lustre file systems in Charlottesville, which upon request are available 
to external users for the reduction of their VLA and ALMA data.  
 The main goal of this memo is to provide users with a first quantitative understanding of 
expected run-times when they are calibrating a typical interferometric data set. This memo does 
not compare the full range of observing modes or available software packages, nor does it consider 
the performance of the ALMA and VLA pipelines. While the final data products described in this 
document appear similar between the use of AIPS and CASA in both serial and parallel mode, a 
detailed comparison of the quality and consistency of the final data products is beyond the scope 
of this memo, which focused solely on run-time performance. 
 
 
2. STRATEGY AND DATA 
To test the real-time performance of CASA in both serial and parallel mode, and make a fair 
comparison with AIPS, this memo addressed the following main objectives: 
 

• Testing the Lustre file-systems: Do different nodes produce similar results? Is there a 
change in performance from week to week, day to day, or even from day-time to night-
time/weekend? And how do /lustre/naasc/ (optimized for I/O speeds) and /lustre/cv/ 
(optimized for disk space) compare in terms of real-time performance? 

 

• Comparing the performance of CASA in serial mode versus AIPS: What are the 
differences in real-time processing between CASA and AIPS? 
 

• Comparing the performance of CASA serial vs. parallel: What is the overall gain in 
processing time with parallel processing? What is the increase in real-time processing 
speed when adding more cores to the parallel processing?  
 

• Investigating the parallel performance of the individual tasks: Which tasks gain the 
most from parallel processing, and where are the bottlenecks? 
 

 

The data set that we use for performing the above tests was obtained with the Very Large Array 
(VLA) in D-configuration on 3 October 2014. The data set contains 36 GHz Ka-band observations 
of both the radio continuum and spectral-line emission of CO(1-0) in a radio galaxy at z=2.2 (see 
Emonts et al. 2016). The data set consists of two overlapping IFs, covering an effective bandwidth 
of about 1 GHz. In total, we use 15 spectral windows, each with 128 channels of 1 MHz. The data 
are publicly available from the VLA archive under Project Code 14B-160, and have a raw data-
volume of 110 Gb.1 The continuum images that we produce have a size of 256 x 256 pixels, while 
the line cubes are 256 x 256 pixels with 995 channels (260 Mb).  
 We chose this VLA millimeter data set, because (1) it showcases a standard VLA setup for 
both continuum and line data, with no complex calibration or imaging requirements; (2) it contains 
a radio continuum source strong enough to perform self-calibration; (3) it is not significantly 
affected by radio frequency interference (RFI); (4) it provides the closest possible comparison to 
ALMA data in terms of calibration techniques (in contrast to low-frequency VLA data). We 
therefore consider this a typical data set that a user can expect from a single observing run.  
                                                
1 In the initial steps of our data reduction, we split off the useful part of these data to obtain the ~30 Gb data-set to 
work on. 



  The run-time performance heavily depends on the size of the final data products. It is 
known to the CASA team that for obtaining large image cubes, the speed of the overall data 
reduction heavily depends on the final imaging step. Given that our VLA data set produced 
relatively small images and data cubes, we repeated some of our performance testing by imaging 
the calibrated ALMA data of a large mosaic. These ALMA data are from project 2016.1.01037, 
kindly provided by Principal Investigator P. Appleton. The calibrated data have a data-volume of 
25 Gb, and the resulting line cube is 13 Gb in size, with 4000 x 4000 pixels and 200 channels.  
 
***All testing in this document used CASA version 5.1.1-5 and AIPS version 31DEC17*** 
  
 
3. RESULTS 
 
3.1 Lustre performance 
Before comparing the performance of CASA vs AIPS, and CASA in serial vs parallel mode, we 
need to know to what extent our timing-results are reproduceable with the underlying hardware. 
The NRAO Lustre file systems in both Charlottesville and Socorro are tailored to efficiently reduce 
ALMA and VLA data. In Fig.1 we show the performance of the two Lustre systems that are 
available in Charlottesville, namely /lustre/naasc/ and /lustre/cv/. Lustre/naasc/ is our primary file-
system for the tests described in this memo. It is the Lustre system of the North American Alma 
Science Center (NAASC), which is a dedicated system for ALMA data reduction that is optimized 
for I/O/speeds through an Infiniband system, providing high-performance communication within 
the network by means of a very high throughout and very low latency.2 Lustre/cv/ is the Lustre 
system of the NRAO headquarters, which is optimized for raw disk space. 
 Figure 1 show the real-time clock-speeds (in seconds) of running the data-reduction scripts 
using three difference nodes, namely cvpost014 (circles), cvpost036 (squares) and cvpost050 
(triangles). The closed colored symbols show the runs performed in serial mode on /lustre/naasc/, 
while the open colored symbols those on /lustre/cv/. The black/grey symbols show the 
performance when using CASA in parallel mode using 3 (black + dashed line), 7 (dark-grey + 
solid line), and 15 (light-grey + dotted line) processing cores (see Sect. 3.3 for details). All runs 
described in this document were run without human interaction, and without the use of GUIs. 
Before each run, the cash memory was cleared as to ensure a reliable comparison. The 
/lustre/naasc file-system was consistently full around 80-90% for the duration of our testing. 
  

Fig. 1 highlights three important conclusions on the performance of the Lustre system:   

• Over the course of almost 3 months (mid Nov 2017 – early Feb 2018), the performance of 
the /lustre/naasc/ system remained relatively constant, with deviations of up to ~20% in 
real-time processing speeds.3 No significant difference was found between weekdays and 
nights/weekends or holidays periods. 

 

• The different nodes give consistent results. 
 

• No noticable difference was found in the processing times on /lustre/naasc/ versus 
/lustre/cv/, although we note that this standard VLA data set was likely not very demanding 
in terms of I/O performance. 

                                                
2 This /lustre/naasc is the file-system that was in place at the NAASC before the upgrade in mid 2018. 
3 An exception occurred on Feb 3 2018, when the processing time was >30% lower than average. 



 
3.2 CASA vs AIPS 
Figure 1 also includes seven runs performed in AIPS on /lustre/naasc in the period Feb 5 – 9 2018 
(yellow diamonds). As with the CASA runs, also the AIPS runs were performed without human 
interaction or the use of GUIs, and cash memory was cleared before each run. For this particular 
VLA data set, the overall processing time for the data reduction in AIPS is only slightly longer 
than when using CASA in serial mode. 
 Figure 2 shows a comparison of the average CASA vs AIPS run-times for the different 
data-processing steps. For this, we determine the average run-time across the seven AIPS runs and 
compare this to the average run-time across seven representative CASA runs performed during the 
same period (highlighted by the red dots that are encircled in black in Fig. 1). We note that CASA 
and AIPS contain subtle differences in data reduction strategy that make a one-on-one comparison 
per task difficult, and in some cases impossible. For example, for gain calibration, AIPS uses by 
default the central 75% of the channels in a spectral window if no “channel-0” channel is present, 
while for CASA a typical ~20 channels is recommended. Also, the flagging of data in CASA is 
slow compared to the almost instantaneous flagging in AIPS, but applying those flags to the data 
is done when splitting the data into a new data-set. We did not force either CASA or AIPS to 
deviate too much from the recommended data reduction strategy, so by grouping various tasks 
under the steps shown in Fig. 2, we keep the comparison as objectively as possible. Tasks in CASA 
that were not included in the AIPS script are also not included in Fig. 2, but we note that these 
contribute little to the overall run-times. 
  

The results shown in Fig. 2 let us to derive three important conclusions from our CASA vs AIPS 
comparison, for this particular VLA data set: 
 

• Calibration appears to be significantly faster in AIPS, by up to a factor of 2. 
 

• Imaging of the line data (tclean in CASA; IMAGR in AIPS) is much faster in CASA, by 
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Figure 1. CASA timing-performance on the Lustre file-systems in Charlottesville. The different symbols represent different nodes 
(circles = cvpost014; squares = cvpost030; triangles = cvpost050). The colored closed symbols represent runs on /lustre/naasc, 
while the colored open symbols runs on /lustre/cv. The black/grey symbols with shorter execution times represent the different 
parallel runs on /lustre/naasc, using 3 cores (black + dashed line), 7 cores (dark-grey + solid line) and 15 cores (light-grey + dotted 
line) for processing. The yellow diamonds in the top-right corner represent the AIPS runs that were performed on /lustre/naasc. 
The seven CASA runs that we used for comparison with AIPS in Fig. 2 are highlighted with the black circles. The blue histogram at 
the bottom shows how much disc-space was in use on /lustre/naasc, as indicated in blue on the left axis (consistently 80-90% full). 



 
factor 3-4. The run-time for continuum imaging is very similar between CASA and AIPS. 
 

• Based on the above two results, the similarity in total run-time between the CASA and 
AIPS scripts shown in Fig. 1 is based on a coincidental offset in faster calibration by AIPS 
and faster line-imaging by CASA. This thus comes with the warning that different data 
sets may produce vastly different results when comparing performance of CASA vs AIPS! 

 
Figure 2. Comparing performance CASA 
vs. AIPS. Shown are the run-times of 
various steps in the data reduction 
process in AIPS (blue) and CASA in serial 
mode (red). “Flagging” includes both the 
flagging tasks in CASA/AIPS 
(flagdata/UVFLG) and applying the flags 
to a separate data set (split/UVCOP). 
“Calibration” includes those calibration 
steps that were used in both CASA and 
AIPS. “Apply+split” is the step where 
solutions were applied to the data 
(applycal/CLCAL) and the calibrated 
data was placed in a separate data set 
(split/SPLIT). Note that for AIPS we also 
had to combine all spectral windows with 
the task NOIFS before imaging, but this 
step is not included in the figure. “Selfcal 
(2x)” includes all the phase-only self-

calibration steps (excluding tclean/IMAGR), which we performed twice on the continuum data. “Tclean cont (3x)” contains the 
sum of three times continuum imaging (tclean/IMAGR), before and also after each of the two self-calibration steps. “Uvlin” 
represents the continuum substraction (uvcontsub/UVLIN). “Tclean line” is  the imaging step to get the line cube (tclean/IMAGR). 

 
3.3 CASA serial vs parallel  
A major advantage of the CASA software is that it allows parallel use of multiple cores to speed 
up the processing of data. This HPC multi-core parallelization mode for CASA is in an 
experimental phase, with end-to-end testing of the CASA Parallelization framework (mpi4casa) 
currently ongoing, aimed at providing fully validated parallel imaging to users in the near future. 
 On NRAO’s Lustre systems, a maximum of 16 cores are available for each node, although 
one of the assigned cores is always used for the xterm that runs the Message Passing Interface 
(MPI) Client and thus not used for processing. Figure 1 already showed the increase in real-time 
processing speed when running CASA in serial versus parallel mode for our VLA test-data set. In 
Fig. 3 we show the average speed up per task, or set of tasks, when going from serial mode to 
parallel mode with 3, 7, and 15 cores used for processing (not including the core used for the MPI 
client). The data shown in Fig. 3 were derived by averaging the data taken on the node cvpost050, 
represented with the triangles in Fig. 1.  
 

Based on Figs. 1 and 3, we derive the following overall conclusions when comparing serial versus 
parallel processing in CASA:  
 

• Parallel processing provides a significant improvement, cutting the processing time for this 
particular VLA data set in half when using all cores;  

 

• The difference between using 7 and 15 cores is small (of order 5% for this data set), which 
indicates a saturation, where adding more cores only provides a marginal improvement 
well before the maximum number of cores per Lustre node is reached. However, as we will 
discuss in Sect. 3.4, saturation is less severe for certain individual tasks (e.g., tclean), and  
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Figure 3. CASA performance for serial vs. parallel processing of the VLA data on /lustre/naasc/ using node cvpost050 from Fig.1. 
From left to right, the different plots show timing-result from using CASA in serial mode and CASA in parallel mode with the use 
of  3, 7 and 15 processing cores. The different colored slices show the relative processing speeds per task (or set of tasks). “tclean 
(continuum)” comprises only the first round of tclean, while “self-calibration” includes two rounds of self-calibration using the 
tasks “ft”,4 “gaincal”, “split” and “tclean”. Also note that “flagdata” only included five rounds of manual calibration, and not 
automated flagging like rfiflag. Given that manual flagging is more I/O intensive, while automated flagging is more CPU intensive, 
results may differ for automated flagging. The white area in the plots of parallel processing is the time gained when compared to 
serial processing. 

 
thus heavily depends on the data set and reduction strategy.  
 

• Some tasks gain more by parallel processing than others. Given that many of the calibration 
tasks (like gaincal, fluxscale and gencal) are not parallelized, this is not unexpected.  

 

• The task “setjy” took only ~15 sec in serial mode, but close to 10 minutes in parallel mode. 
This is a bug that has been corrected in CASA 5.3. 

 
 
3.4 ALMA data: parallel imaging in tclean 
One major shortcoming of our VLA test data set is that the final images and line-data cubes are 
small, and do not push the limits of imaging and cleaning. As can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3, the 
largest gain in processing time when comparing CASA vs AIPS, as well as CASA serial vs parallel 
mode, is made in the imaging step using tclean, in particular for line data cubes. Our general 
knowledge from ALMA is that for large image cubes, the overall processing time can be dominated 
by the imaging in tclean rather than the calibration. For this reason, we repeated our test of CASA 
in serial vs parallel mode on an ALMA data set of a spectral-line mosaic, where we used tclean to 
image a 13 Gb line-cube of 4000 x 4000 pixels x 200 channels. We performed a multi-scale clean 
as defined by a threshold and maximum number of 100 iterations. In addition, we extended our 
testing of the parallel mode by combining 3 nodes to have a processing power of in total 45 
processing cores. Results of this test are shown in Fig. 4. 
 

Based on Fig. 4, we can derive the following conclusions: 
• We derive a much larger gain in processing speed for the tclean step performed in parallel 

mode for this ALMA mosaic than for the overall VLA data reduction done in parallel mode 
in Fig. 3. When going from serial mode to parallel mode with 15 processing cores, we 
descrease the imaging time by factor 3.5 (70%) for the ALMA data. 

• The saturation of the gain in processing time when adding more cores, as discussed in Sect. 
3.3, is also visible here when running only the tclean task. While it is not as severe as for 
our VLA test, it suggests that most data sets will not gain much by combining different 
nodes, i.e. >15 cores, for processing. 

                                                
4 The use of “ft” was necessary because of a bug that we found in “tclean” (see Appendix B).  
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Figure 4. CASA timing-performance of the task tclean on the ALMA mosaic described in Sect. 3.4. The different colors show the 
different modes of processing, from serial mode to parallel mode with 3, 7, 15, and 45 processing cores, with the latter obtained 
by combining 3 nodes with use of 15 processing cores each. The different symbols represent different nodes (circles = cvpost014; 
squares = cvpost030; triangles = cvpost050). 

 
• The NAASC Lustre file-system is very stable and consistent in the processing time of this 

large ALMA image cube, with deviations <10% during the 2-week duration of this test, 
and no significant difference between the various nodes. In fact, this consistency when 
running tclean on the ALMA data seems even larger than that of the overall processing of 
the VLA data from Sect. 1. 

 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We tested the performance of CASA, both in serial vs parallel mode and in comparison to AIPS, 
using a standard VLA Ka-band data set and an ALMA mosaic image-cube. We derived the 
following conclusions: 
 

• NRAO’s Lustre file-system at the NAASC is stable enough over time-scale of several 
months to allow a fair comparison of run-time performances. 

 

• Compared to AIPS, CASA shows slower run-times for calibration steps, similar run-times 
for continuum imaging, but much faster run-times for imaging line data. From this we 
conclude that a comprehensive comparison in performance between CASA (in serial 
mode!) and AIPS requires more extensive testing over a wide range of data properties and 
reduction strategies. 
 

• A significant reduction of processing time can be obtained by processing data in parallel 
mode with CASA. Depending on which steps dominate the data reduction, the gain can be 
a factor of a few, and likely even more for large image cubes. 
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• CASA processing in parallel mode suffers a saturation limit regarding the number of cores 
that are used for parallel processing. Our preliminary tests suggest that little is gained by 
combining multiple nodes on Lustre (i.e., >15 processing cores). 
 
 

Our results on the real-time processing of radio interferometric data give a first-order perspective 
on the performance of CASA, taking into consideration the ever-increasing data volumes obtained 
with leading radio telescope facilities. However, building on NRAO’s vast expertise with AIPS, 
the ultimately goal of these tests is to identify bottlenecks where CASA can continue improve its 
performance and user-friendliness. This will prepare CASA to remain a leading data-reduction 
software package in the upcoming era of the next-generation radio telescopes.  


